AVENGERS SAMPLE SCRIPT by Geraldo Borges
This is an Avengers’ script but feel free to use another team, making some adjustments in this case.
PAGE 01 (9 PANELS)
	Panel 01
	Establishing shot: A big city (like New York, for example). We have buildings, cars in 	the streets, a little bit crowded. Everything seems normal, like a regular day in a big city.
	Panel 02
	Following in this city scene, but now the camera focus is on a man using jacket, jeans 	and hat. We can’t see much of him right now. You can show his back.
	Panel 03
	Camera closes on him. It´s Bruce Banner getting his cell phone to make a call.
	Panel 04
	Close detail. One hand (from another person) takes the cell phone off from Banner´s 	hand.
	Panel 05
	Now, we show to whom that hand belongs: a bad guy holding Bruce´s phone, with no 	intention to give it back. Banner tries to calm himself, asking to get his phone back.
	Panel 06
	The guy pushes Banner to the ground.
	Panel 07
	Close detail. Banner eyes just starting to transform; you know, when Bruce get nervous, the green goliath comes :)
	Panel 08
	Cut to another scene, inside a plane (or spaceship), we see Hawkeye in front of a 	control panel, looking at a kind of radar, searching for something. In BG, we see Cap 	America, Spider Woman and Thor.
	Panel 09
	Close detail. Hawkeye´s finger points to a circle on the radar, as he founds something 	(or someone).
PAGE 02 (4 PANELS)
	Panel 01
	Wide camera angle. Plane (or spaceship) is on midair, arriving at the city. Smoke between the buildings (in the BG) signs that something´s wrong there. 
	Panel 02
	In the streets, full destruction, people running away, a real mess.
	Panel 03
	Big panel. The reason for all the destruction: The Hulk is now on the scene in an impact 	scene. In the foreground, the bad guy, now very scared on the ground.
	Panel 04
	Close detail. Bad guy´s face extremely scared puts his hand trying to protect himself, 	and the shadow of the Hulk over his face.
PAGE 03 (4 PANELS)
	Panel 01
	Action scene. Spiderwoman flies and saves the bad guy from Hulk´s rage. Hulk is in 	the BG. 
	Panel 02
	Big panel. All the Avengers (Cap. America, Thor and Hawkeye) are in the scene to fight 	the Hulk; Cap America punches the Green Goliath, while Thor is flying in the way, and 	Hawkeye in the BG preparing his arrow. Everything is destroyed here.
	Panel 03
	With Mjolnir, Thor finally comes in, smashing Hulk against some buildings. Camera in 	Hawkeye´s shoulder, trying to point his arrow to the target: Hulk.
	Panel 04
	Camera closes on Hawkeye in a badass pose. He is pointing his arrow at us.
END OF SAMPLE SCRIPT 


